DAY 01 05Nov Sunday Arriving Changsha 1215 (D)

Depart KLIA for Changsha – the getaway to our “Avatar” wonders of Zhangjiajie, in Hunan Province

Upon arrival Changsha International Airport, meet and greet by our English speaking local guide.

Transfer to Fenghuang – considered as one of the most beautiful ancient city of China, built in 1704 and has 300 years of history. The ancient city of Fenghuang also known as Phoenix City was added to the UNESCO World Heritage tentative list on March 28, 2008 in the Cultural category. The ancient city is a gathering place for Miao and Tujia ethnic minorities.

The coach journey from Changsha to Fenghuang takes about a comfortable drive of 5 hours. Suggest tour members to take a good rest while enjoy the country-side scenery of Hunan Province.

Upon arriving Fenghuang or along the way, a good dinner at a local restaurant.

Overnite in Fenghuang ( Jiangtian Hotel - located in the central of the ancient city of Fenghuang)
DAY 02 06Nov Monday Fenghuang (B/L/D)

Breakfast at the hotel.

Morning, take a morning walk along the river bank to enjoy the morning scenery of Fenghuang and the local people daily lives. Enjoy a boat cruise along the Tuojiang River. Lunch with some local cuisine at a local restaurant. Walking tour & explore this ancient town with our local guide, lane by lane including the former Residence of Shen Congwen and the East Gate Tower at an easy pace.

After dinner, enjoy and appreciate the fabulous night view of Fenghuang from different angles.

Overnite in Fenghuang.

DAY 03 07Nov Tuesday Fenghuang – Zhangjiajie (B/L/D)

Wake up early in the morning (for those who appreciate sunrise) to walk to the river bank to enjoy the sunrise over the river and houses. After a late breakfast, check out and depart for Zhangjiajie Downtown (4 hrs)

En-route to visit the Furongzhen (Hibicus Town) and for lunch.

Arriving Zhangjiajie in the late afternoon.

Have a short visit to the Sandstone painting gallery in Zhangjiajie downtown before dinner at a local restaurant. Optional: Tianmen Fox Fairy show at paxs’ own cost.

Overnite in Zhangjiajie downtown hotel (Chentian 4*)
DAY 04 08Nov Wednesday Zhangjiajie (B/L/D)

After breakfast, we shall begin our exploration of our “avatar” wonder of Zhangjiajie. Today, we will capture the most beautiful scenery in Zhangjiajie National Forest Park. First, take the cable car to Huangshi village which is 1080m above sea level. It is the biggest sightseeing platform, providing numerous lookout for stunning views. A saying goes “he who does not reach Huangshi Village has not pay a true visit to Zhangjiajie.”

Then, take sightseeing bus to the lower cable station of Yangjiajie and take cable car up to Yangjiajie. Yangjiajie is a relatively newer part of Zhangjiajie National Forest Park as beautiful as Tianzi Mountain. The main attractions are Tianbo Mansion, Oolong Village, Natural Great Wall, Corridor the Cliffs and capture sunset in One step Under the Heaven (subject to the weather).

Later, take some walk to our accommodation up on the mountain - Mengpa Inn where we will overnight.

Overnite in the Park (Mengpa Inn is a very simple green hotel up on the mountain with very limited facilities. But it is a very good place to stay for those who want to enjoy the real nature and skip from the crowds plus watching sunset & sunrise.

Note: we will pack 1 night backpack and leave our big bag in our coach.
Day05 09Nov Thursday Zhanjiajie  (B/L/D)

Today, wake up early to enjoy the sunrise (if weather permits) over Grand Sightseeing Platform. (Highlights for Photography: The Grand Sightseeing Platform is the best place to view sunrise and sea of cloud).

Back to hotel for breakfast and check out.

Later, walk to Tianzi Mountain where you can have stunning views of the peaks rising one after another. Atop of the mountain offers a full extent of the whole scenic area, which is magnificent and spectacular. There are four wonders in Tianzi Mountain: the Sea of Clouds, the Radiance of the Moonlight, Rays of Sunshine and the Snow in winter. (Highlights for Photography: Tianzi Mountain is the highest place that photographers could capture the panoramic view of Wulingyuan Scenic Area.)

In the afternoon, explore the Real Padora World - Yuanjiajie. Yuanjiajie is world famous as the mountains here inspired the floating mountains in the Hollywood movie AVATAR. Shoot the original of Hallelujah Mountain in the film of AVATAR, the First Bridge under the Heaven, stand on the Bridge Viewing Terrace to shoot the First Bridge under Heaven, and shoot other amazing lesser peaks and grotesque rocks stand in the valley.)

Overnight near to Wulingyuan area : Jinxi International 4* hotel
Day 06  10Nov Friday  Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon & Glass Bridge (B/L/D)

After breakfast, transfer to Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon & Glass Bridge.

Beside of the **Longest & Highest Glass Bridge**, you will also have a chance to visit when time permit:

**One Line Sky**

In a narrow and long gorge close to the entrance gate of Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon is a path 700 meters long, surrounded by cliffs 300 meters high. It looks like a passageway to Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon. It is a nice place to experience the grandeur of steep cliffs. Looking at the sky from this narrow gorge, visitors will feel like the sky has become small.

**The Sky Ladder**

The Sky Ladder is a wooden ladder along steep cliffs and ridges. It spans from the top of a mountain down to the bottom. And after a three minutes walk along the Sky Ladder, visitors can have a bird’s eye view of One Line Sky. It looks like a ladder that extends from the sky.

**The Family Portrait**

It consists of three stone peaks of different heights, which look like a family of three. The tallest one is ‘father’, the shortest is ‘child’, and the middle-sized one is ‘mother’.

**The Flying Springs**

At the bottom of the canyon, there are many springs flowing down from the sides of cliffs, and it looks like the springs are flying. On sunny days, beautiful rainbows can be seen there.

Overnight at Zhangjiajie Downtown : Chentian Hotel
Day 7 11Nov Zhangjiajie – Tiammen – Changsha (B/L/D)

Early breakfast, check out and take a trip to Tianmen Mountain.

Referred to as the “Soul of culture and spirit of Zhangjiajie”,

Tianmen Mountain, standing 1,500 meters above sea level, boasts miraculous and unique geographic landform, unparalleled natural landscape, profound cultural connotations.

Enjoy the longest cableway in the world, an aerial view of road, with a walk across glass walkway path in Tianmen.

After lunch drive to Changsha(4-hours’ drive.)

Dinner before transfer to Changsha airport for departure @ 2110 (China Southern flight)

Day 8 12Nov Arriving Kuala Lumpur (MOB)
“Avatar” wonders of Zhangjiajie &
a taste of the Phoenix city of Fenghuang & Furong

05Nov – 12Nov 2017

Flight Details
China Southern direct flight to Changsha from KLIA
CZ8402  05NOV  KUL CSX  0735  1215
CZ8403  11NOV  CSX  KUL 2110  0150  (arriving 12Nov)

COSTING

a) **Ground Arrangement** (min.12 paxs)  Per Person
   Twin-sharing per person  MYR 2,990.00*
   Single Supp  @MYR 780.00

b) **CZ Air ticket** KUL-CSX-KUL estimated @MYR 1,450.00**

c) Travel Insurance AXA  58.00***
d) China Visa Single Entry Normal  126.00***

-------------------------------

Estimated per person twin-sharing @**MYR 4,624.00 Full Board /All in**

*Note: * rate is calculated based on the current exchange rate 1CNY=0.640 and may be revised accordingly.
  **Air ticket fare including taxes & surcharges but subjected to change and will be advise accordingly if there is a differential upon booking.
  ***You may omit these should you already have your own Travel Insurance and valid China Visa.

The Flow of Itinerary may be subjected to change according to local conditions at the time of visit. Every effort will be made to operate tours as planned, but alterations in accommodation arrangements and itinerary may occur when deem necessary.
Ground Arrangement rate including:

a) Entrance fees to Zhangjiajie National Forest Park, Tianmen Mountain, Furong Town, Fenghuang City, and the Grand Canyon + the Glass Bridge.
b) 5 nights local 4* hotel accommodation + 1 night simple green hotel accommodation up on the mountain with limited facilities.
c) Daily breakfast, 6 lunches and 7 dinners
d) Private transfers with the service of English speaking local guide.
e) Cable / Elevator fees: Bailong elevator CNY72 single way
   Huangshizhai Cable CNY 118 two ways
   Yangjiajie cable car  CNY76  two ways
f) Drinking water during the tour
g) Tipping to local guide & driver

Ground Arrangement rate excluding:

a) Tipping to porter if any
b) Optional activities e.g. the Tianmen Fox Fairy Show (USD40.00 per person)
c) Any item not mentioned in the Itinerary

Booking

a) A copy of your passport
b) A Deposit of MYR 2,000.00 per person is payable upon booking
c) Balance of Payment: TBA

Contact: laura@elsoltravel.com

EL SOL Travel & Tours Sdn Bhd
54B (1st Flr), Jalan Desa Bakti, Taman Desa, 58100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: 603-7984 4560 Fax: 603-7984 4561
www.elsoltravel.com